AKURET ALERTS

Your in-store execution
assistant
Akuret Alerts is an in-store execution support service to help store associates detect and fix
inventory inaccuracies and on-shelf-availability issues. Based on troublesome patterns
detected by Akuret’s AI Engine, suggested actions are delivered to store associates.
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Integration
Integrating Akuret Alerts is a simple
integration with three phases: (1) Data
system integration, (2) Akuret Alerts
Calibration, and (3) Staged roll-out.

Expected Benefits and ROI
By using Akuret Alerts, retailers can expect
to decrease lost sales, increase online order
fill rates, improve customer satisfaction, and
save store associate time when performing

inventory checks.Using Akuret Alerts
consistently delivers an ROI of 10 -25X for
our customers.
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